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What Digital Transformation
Really Looks Like For Retail

It can be easy for people to view the current state of retail through a lens of doom and gloom, as
seemingly every few months another once-venerable brand either scales back considerably or bites the
dust altogether. Often, the discussion turns to a blame game, as it’s easy to point the finger at market
disruptors like Amazon or Wal-Mart as ringing the death knell for traditional brick-and-mortar.
In reality, roughly 90 percent of retail transactions still take place in
physical stores. And even when consumers do purchase online, two-thirds
of those shoppers will visit a store before or after the transaction.
This shows that the transformation of the retail sector -- digital or
otherwise -- isn’t necessarily a story of aggressive competition (at least no
more so than it’s always been) so much as an evolution of shopping into a
multi-channel experience that’s dictated by consumer tastes.
This evolution mirrors what has happened in other industries. Take the
banking sector, which for decades was also almost a completely singlechannel operation built around physical locations: Consumers interacted
with retailers and banks in a similar “town square” fashion, where
customers were loyal to their nearest branch location for the majority
of relevant transactions. Sure, ATMs opened up another channel for
individuals to retrieve cash without visiting the bank, and catalogues and
home shopping networks have each had their day in the sun, but neither
of these evolutions had as big a disruption on their respective sectors as
the Internet.

90%
OF RETAIL TRANSACTIONS TAKE
PLACE IN PHYSICAL STORES
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Consumers now hold the cards

By having everything —
from social interactions
to entertainment to
medical advice — readily
available after a few
taps on a smartphone,
convincing consumers to
make the trip to physical
storefronts requires more
than just bargains on
high-quality goods.

In retail, online disruptors like Amazon are only part
of what’s fueling this sector’s digital transformation.
Consumer tastes have also been fine tuned by social
media to the point that these platforms are themselves
now huge markets helping to both supplement (and even
supplant) the brick-and-mortar experience.
Now, the modern consumer is armed with a bevy of
connected devices that allow them to access all the
services and goods that they used to get in the “town
square.” Consumers can certainly be mobile, but rather
than travel to the mall, they can shop for products during
their morning commute. By having everything -- from
social interactions to entertainment to medical advice
-- readily available after a few taps on a smartphone,
convincing consumers to make the trip to physical
storefronts requires more than just bargains on highquality goods.
In a nutshell, the dynamic between brands and consumers
has flipped.

Now, with geography no longer hindering consumer
choices, it’s squarely on the brand to impress a very
discerning consumer base who have proven (with the rise
of Amazon at the expense of “mom and pop” operations)
that loyalty to a brand is harder than ever to retain.

“

This new dynamic
between buyer and brand
is what underpins retail’s
digital transformation.

Providing customers with an experiential, omnichannel
shopping experience requires a whole new generation of
connected technologies that, in turn, will force retailers to
largely re-architect their underlying network architectures.

With the “town square” model, consumers didn’t have a lot
of choice of where they shopped; they simply went to the
most convenient local branch, or the competitor with the
best bargains.
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A rundown of the latest tech
Because today’s brick-and-mortar storefront feeds off of and into the Web-delivered shopping experience, the entire
buying journey is now comprised of multiple physical and virtual touchpoints. These include:

IN-STORE WIFI

PROXIMITY MARKETING

No longer a perk, customers expect in-store

Leveraging intelligent beacon-and-sensor

WiFi for a number of reasons. For starters,

technology, brands can set up a virtual

they may want to do comparison shopping

fence surrounding their physical stores

on their phone in store. While allowing

that alerts potential shoppers to things

customers to interact with competitors

like personalized sales based on the

on their phones while in-store may seem

buyer’s purchase history or social media

counterintuitive, some customers might

tastes. Supporting this requires not just

be turned off outright if the store won’t

a great deal of data collection on the

provide customer connectivity. It’s also an

part of the brand, but also third-party

opportunity for teams to monitor customer

support from vendors who enable geo-

habits when they use the network to help

targeted promotions, a la online ads or

glean insights about competitors and tailor

push notifications.

promotions accordingly. It’s also another
means for customers to compare the
selection in a brand’s online store against
what’s available at the branch location. This
could encourage shoppers to interact with
employees to help find a specific item, or
even complete an online transaction with
the help of in-store staff.

This technology alone requires
coordination between many parties
and stakeholders, from corporate
data centers that store customer profiles,
to third-party marketing vendors, down
to the users and devices at the
branch office.

There’s another dimension to this as well,
where social media is involved. If a physical
location can entice buyers with “grammable”
experiences, for instance, they can help
drive brand loyalty and have consumers do
social marketing for the store itself.
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A rundown of the latest tech (cont.)

INTERACTIVE
IN-STORE TECH

EMPLOYEE DEVICES

Consumer technology in-store doesn’t end

In the modern store, staff needs to be

at the shopper’s smartphone. Brands have

armed with their own mobile devices to

been experimenting with lots of interactive

help streamline customer service. This

in-store technology to blend the virtual and

involves not only being able to quickly

physical channels. This includes “virtual

access back-of-house inventory figures,

dressing rooms” that allows shoppers to “try

but also speeding up the checkout process

on” apparel using digital mirrors. This helps

itself (most famously at Apple stores). That

solve long-standing issues like dressing-

means that instead of forcing customers to

room abandonment, where shoppers

line up at a counter, mobile POS systems

who don’t find what they’re looking for

are going to increasingly be deployed that

after their first visit to the fitting area don’t

allow staff to give customers “white glove”

bother returning for round two. With virtual

service, even at checkout.

dressing rooms, shoppers can browse
for similar products without revisiting the
sales floor. From there, they might be able
to request that a sales associate retrieve
a different garment from the floor via
their “digital mirror.” Or in other cases, if a
product isn’t available to try on physically,

For this to succeed, each branch needs
secure and reliable connectivity into the
brand’s WAN as well as connectivity to
app providers that facilitate some of the
payment programs teams will increasingly
begin leveraging.

shoppers can map a virtual version onto
their reflection then have that product
delivered to their doorstep.
This is all facilitated by open lines of
connectivity between branch location
inventory lists, online inventory, customer
profiles, applications leveraged by staff
in the store as well as the brand’s
warehouse network.
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All of these “front-of-house” advancements will likely require retailers to
take an extensive look at their back-office systems in kind to ensure that
all of this new tech is supported seamlessly. Already, retail networks are
extensive, especially for brands that have a large, established footprint
of physical locations. Now that in-store tech and third-party apps will be
playing a larger role within every retail channel, network teams will need
to be sure they can retain visibility into all network environments.
Increasingly, retailers have been turning to Cloud solutions to help
make their underlying network infrastructure responsive and agile
enough to handle this massive digital transformation. But for large retail
brands, the network infrastructure that comes about as a result of this
reimagining of retail will employ a wealth of networking technologies,
making it important that they leverage management and monitoring
solutions that are adept in a wide variety of network environments.

Network performance monitoring more critical than ever

To make sure the tools that network teams are leveraging
to manage and monitor the network aren’t themselves
interfering with network or app performance, teams
should employ lightweight yet comprehensive monitoring
solutions: lightweight to ensure network capacity isn’t
being diverted away from business critical functions, and
comprehensive to lighten the total size of the brand’s
management/monitoring stack. That way, teams can
leverage a few robust options rather than a patchwork of
solutions that combined fail to provide a complete picture
into network performance.
AppNeta encapsulates all of this. For starters, AppNeta’s
cloud platform is designed to monitor more than 10,000
locations for distributed enterprises and millions of app.
The platform already serves some of the largest (and most
distributed) companies in the world, so while other NPM

solutions may claim to go big, AppNeta has actually done
it, and continues to grow with many of the world’s largest
enterprise clients.
The platform has also been designed to deliver visibility
across a diverse array of network environments, including
past firewalls at branch offices or the WAN edge, as well as
into cloud environments that the retailer may not own or
control outright.
Perhaps best of all, because AppNeta is a SaaS product,
it can be deployed with relative speed and predictable
pricing, all without weighing heavily on total network
capacity. The platform’s lightweight packet-train technology
is just one way that AppNeta can actively and passively
keep tabs on networks without flooding them at key times.
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AppNeta allows retail IT to:
Deliver visibility across all of the locations, network paths, and into the varied network environments that
enable enhanced customer experiences -- from corporate data centers, to the branch office, and all of the
vendor and ISP autonomous systems in between
Monitor in-store WiFi to watch for usage trends of shoppers and tailor promotions accordingly
Monitor the performance of connections between various warehouses and back-office inventory
systems to provide answers to customers in real-time
Gain insight needed to identify potential performance issues before they impact end-users, while
holding vendors (ie. mobile payment services) to task when performance degradation falls outside of
the retail network

Keep an eye toward tomorrow
At the end of the day, and despite what headlines
may indicate, the retail sector is still only on the
cusp of true digital transformation. By firming up
their network infrastructure today -- and employing
comprehensive network performance monitoring
throughout any network reorg -- teams can more
quickly adapt to the changes that haven’t even been
dreamed up yet.

To learn more about how AppNeta
delivers the comprehensive performance
monitoring that retail IT requires,
download our whitepaper, Four
Dimensions of Network Monitoring.

ABOUT APPNETA
AppNeta is the only network performance monitoring solution that delivers deep, actionable, end-to-end network performance data from the end-user perspective. With
AppNeta’s SaaS-based solution, IT and Network Ops teams at large, distributed enterprises can quickly pinpoint issues that affect network and business-critical cloud
application performance, regardless of where they occur. AppNeta is trusted by some of the biggest Fortune 1000 companies, including 3 out of the 5 largest corporations
in the world, as well as 4 out of the 5 largest cloud providers.

1.800.508.5233 | SALES@APPNETA.COM | APPNETA.COM
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